
Pre-Clinical Trials Prove Highly Successful 

for a “Fast” Acid Reflux Relief  Supplement 
 

Apple-Beet-Vinegar Essential Powder™ has been tested on hundreds of participating 

volunteers seeking temporary relief of indigestion and heartburn associated with         

occasional acid reflux (GERD).  

Results: A vast majority of participants noticed satisfactory relief in less than FIVE minutes. 

Note: Minor burping usually accompanied this relief by rapidly releasing built-up stomach 

gas and thus alleviating that bloated “full feeling” pressure within short order. 

 

NEW PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

INGREDIENT COMPOSITION 

A patent-pending, all natural ingredient combination that 

was extensively researched and painstakingly developed by   

We Got The Beet™ safely “encapsulates” the acid-reducing 

liquid vinegar molecules produced when ABV-EP™  is     

activated with water. Utilizing rare White Vinegar powder, 

the revolutionary ABV-EP™ mixture carefully created by  

We Got The Beet™ is effectively 1,000 times more powerful 

than bitter, acidic Apple Cider Vinegar. 

DIGESTION  

Extensive research has yielded the perfect basis for a 

GREAT-TASTING, natural liquid that quickly neutralizes acid 

reflux buildup. It is a known fact that vinegar stimulates 

one’s gall bladder to naturally contract which will then 

release more liver bile into the stomach. This will quickly 

digest more fats, the cause of all-too-common indigestion. 

SAFE INTERACTIONS 

Since the white vinegar molecules of We Got The Beet’s™ 

ABV-EP™ are nano-encapsulated with a slick, sugary 

coating, there is virtually no irritation of one’s mouth, 

gums, or throat membranes. This very important positive 

effect is contrary to the negative results of irritating soft 

tissue, and also the erosion of naturally healthy tooth 

enamel harmed by ingesting liquid Apple Cider Vinegar. 

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 

The inclusion of natural Beet Fibers in We Got The Beet’s™ 

ABV-EP™ enhances one’s digestion on a sustainable basis 

when taken regularly. Additionally, AVP-EP’s™  tightly 

“sealed in foil” individual packets allow easy transport 

when dining out or traveling. Just mix our natural and  

satisfyingly tasty Beet-based powder with purified water in 

a standard-sized 8-ounce glass or water bottle. No exact 

measuring is required. 

BOTTOM LINE 

We Got The Beet’s™ Apple-Beet-Vinegar Essential Powder™ 

owns the uniquely delicious “WOW!” taste factor that 

differentiates itself and its benefits from anything else on 

the market today! 

for ABV (Apple-Beet-Vinegar) Essential Powder™ 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

EssentialPowder.com is advancing our rollouts with the 

introduction of DIET ABV-EP™ to help lose weight “FAST”. 

With no sugar added, We Got The Beet’s™ DIET ABV-EP’s™     

satiation property is “I now feel like I already ate enough!” 
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PROUDLY MADE IN USA! 




